
If you now continue to support Barrack Hussein Obama (or whatever his real name is, see 

that is his Muslim name) after: 

  

1. For paying $220 million to “Palestinians” on the last day in office.  

2. For releasing Mashur Abdallah Ahmed al Sabri, one of the members of the USS Cole 

bombing from Guantanamo Bay, For giving Iran $400 million dollars in Aug the same 

day as hostages were released.  

3. For meeting with BLM activists days after Dallas officers were killed, and praised their 

work, and demanded a statue for their efforts.  

4. For refusing the SCOTUS decision to enforce the immigration laws. For directing the 

State Department to not release Clinton’s e-mails until after the 2016 election.  

5. For directing the FBI to ease up and mostly leave Muslims away from mass 

investigations for terrorism.  

6. For illegally using tax dollars to bail out Obamacare against federal judgments.  

7. For immediately calling for gun control after the shooting when the fed failed again to 

do their job in stopping the Orlando shooter from buying a gun completely legally.  

8. For NOT blocking Orlando shooters access to buy a gun in a background check.  

9. For blocking any arrest of Hillary for compromising TS/SCI black material in 2016.  

10. For the illegal, immoral, unconstitutional order to make all bathrooms access to all 

genders in schools.  

11. For attacking legally the person behind the PP videos and raiding the home of the 

person. 

12. For  going to Cuba and posting in front of a mass murders face Guevara.  

13. Missing Nancy Reagans funeral.  

14. For cracking a joke about Scalia’s death and that it is time that he “appointed real 

judges.”  

15. Thanks the black lives matter movement for their, “Outstanding work.”  

16. For being the first President in history to not attend a Supreme Court justice funeral.  

17. For the federal DOJ using We the Peoples tax money to sue Ferguson, Mo city 

government (We the People) for refusing reform their police and their court system.  

18. For ordering DHS to destroy records of Islamic terrorist ties.  

19. For ordering the border agents to stand down and not enforce the laws of our nation in 

spring 2016.  

20. For not arresting Hillary in 2015 for violating TS/SCI material.   

21. For releasing seven more GETMO detainees in 2016 without following the law and one 

who asserts he will “go and kill Americans” immediately.  

22. For blocking the background investigations of 113 Syrian rebels that were brought here 

without any knowledge or communication to the State Governors.   

23. For releasing Fayez al Kandari to his home country of Kuwait instead of directly into 

the world because he was “too dangerous” to release into the general world.  

24. For issuing illegal gun laws by executive order without any legalization by congress.  

25. For illegally using U.S. Tax Dollars to fund mosques in America that are aligned with 

terror and in violation of separation of church and state.   

26. For illegally using the NSA to spy on Congress and record Senate and Congressional 

Conversations with Israeli leadership.   

27. For using the NSA to spy on the strategy and GOP election strategy.  



28. For entering into a “worldwide leadership” role on climate change without congress 

and illegally without Senate ratification promising the wealth reduction of America.  

29. For one of the released Getmo prisoners becoming the leader of ISIS in Yemen.  

30. For intentionally white washing the intelligence reports of ISIS threat and the rising 

threat of Islamic infiltration in the U.S.  

31. For having over 70 people on the terrorists watch list that work at the Department of 

Homeland Security.   

32. For shutting down the investigation into the California Jihadists that might have 

stopped the attack and the killing of Americans at a Christmas party. 

33. For giving American top civilian honor to leftist artist and singers and trashing the 

value of our Presidential Medal of Freedom.  

34. For denying Iraqi Christians entry into the U.S. while asserting that Syrian refugees will 

not be religiously tested.  

35. For refusing to tell the State governors where the Syrian refugees as headed and who is 

housing them.  

36. After the attack in Paris at the G20 summit in Turkey Obama said “What I am not 

interested in doing is posing or pursuing some notion of American leadership or 

America winning.”  

37. For forcing unchecked and unvetted Syrian refuges coming into America, that we 

caused by funding the ISIS forces against ASAD, so they can make it a Caliphate 

anyways.  

38. For declaring that December, the holy month of Jesus is Muslim appreciation month.  

39. For Obama saying that Americans having guns and observing their Second Amendment 

rights is far worse than Muslim terrorism.   

40. For rejecting the 2015 Defense Spending Authorization Bill in retribution over GOP 

gains.  

41. For signing the U.N. Safe Cities Initiative that will bypass the U.S. Constitution and 

allowing global governance in our cities.  

42. For spending millions to illegally arm the EPA.  

43. For refusing to tell Egypt and Jordan the locations of ISIS and denying Jordan’s request 

for more weapons.  

44. For hiding the two side deals with the International Atomic Agency over the atomic 

deal with Iran for Nuclear power and weapons.  

45. For having the Secret Service released Chairman Chaffetz's personal information over 

his efforts to investigate the administration.   

46. For signing a bill that allows secret service agents to establish NO-FREE speech zones.  

47. For tasking the FBI to investigate Alex Jones and Infowars in order to destroy free 

press. 

48. For stopping 27 Iraqi immigrants from coming to America because they are Christians.  

49. For one of his federal judge buddies (and BIG Obama donor) blocking the release of 

more Planned Parenthood harvesting unborn children’s body parts for sale.  

50. For lying about his mother being denied treatment for cancer as a preexisting condition; 

she was never denied treatment.  

51. For giving Iran more cash in foreign aid in the Iran nuclear deal than the entire aide to 

Israel since 1946.  



52. For a sick pro-islamic statement to the Muslim community on the day that four Marines 

are murdered by a Muslim shooter.   

53. For paying Billions to Iran in funds to allow them to continue their terrorist ways and 

continue their nuclear program.  

54. For blaming republicans for the murder in San Francisco of a white woman by five time 

deported Mexican.   

55. For Obama intentionally blocking the Middle East nations from providing heavy arms 

to the Kurds (who we fought to protect for ten years) as well as funding ISIS.  

56. For illegal immigrants sex offenders being released into the Seattle area without any 

tracking or registration Jul 2015.   

57. For lying about John Gruber being the king pin designer for the failed ACA. 

58. For telling Hollywood via executive order to ban all use of guns in every movie, TV 

and ad.  

59. For illegally granting “amnesty” to business that hire illegals.  

60. For John Kissenger admitting that the United States supplied arms to ISIS.  

61. For the white house exempting itself from the law and the freedom of information act. 

or using military and state labels of “secret” for the Pacific Trade agreement to keep the 

people and the Senate out of the know against the U.S. Constitution and his own words 

as being open on “CSPAN.”   

62. For the department of homeland security continuing to grant more illegals into the 

country even as a Federal judge placed an injunction against the practice.  

63. For the FBI knowing about the threat in Garland Texas and the shooter, and the 

intentions to kill a woman for a drawing contest.   

64. For lying to a Federal Judge about the administration effort to continue allowing 

illegals to cross the border after the judge ordered a stay saying the actions was 

unconstitutional.  

65. May 2015, For denying entry of a Christian nun from the Middle East to testify about 

ISIS atrocities to congress and the house.  

66. For lowering the combat standards of Marine training to accommodate women who 

could not make the minimum grade in 2015. 

67. For the Department of Justice (injustice) for officially labeling all veterans as “mental 

defective” in order to try and force the Federal Government to take all veterans guns. 

68. For giving 541,000 illegal aliens social security numbers that we Americans paid for 

during our entire lives.  

69. For telling ICE agents that they will be fired and disciplined for enforcing the laws, 

instead of doing what Obama wants for immigration.  

70. For directly smearing Bergdahl’s squad members who were telling the truth all the 

time, and they knew he was a deserter.  

71. For having dinner with a madman genocidal communist Castro who murdered 200,000 

people. 

72. For taking Hamas (the group that fired over 1200 rockets into Israel) off the terrorist 

list.  

73. For not mentioning anything about Islam and attack on Christian children in Kenya.  

74. For breaking 50 years of secrecy and releasing Israeli facts about Israeli nuclear 

weapons.  



75. For saying that Netanyahu  re-election “undermines” democratic ideals after Obama 

illegally used tax money and donation money to support Netanyahu’s opponent.  

76. For Obama threatening punishment to the soldiers who knew Bowe Bergdahl for 

speaking about the actual deserter actions and his traitorous sell out to the Taliban.   

77. For Obama cutting intelligence support for Israel after Netanyahu visit.  

78. For using the Espionage Act seven times against our journalists and arrested them. 

Only used the entire 11 times in our history.  

79. For trying to export Gay rights into Iran, and then selling out Israel into a nuclear Iran, 

and having Iran mock the U.S. as “weak and desperate.”   

80. For the FCC chairman refusing to testify to congress, and then take over the internet 

without congressional lawful guidance.  

81. For not investigating or responding to the reported death bounty on Rick Perry by drug 

cartels.   

82. For providing IRS tax rebates and rewards to illegals who have never worked in the 

U.S.  

83. For the Feb 2015 IRS actions that provide illegals access to U.S. Social Security 

registration with the ability to vote illegally in U.S. elections.  

84. Due to white house pressure in Feb 2015, the FCC is cooperating with the Federal 

Elections Commission proposing cooperative measures to regulate the open free 

political speech on the internet.  

85. For refusing to fight ISIS in any real combat strategy until he and his family received a 

death threat from ISIS mid Feb 2015, he then demanded full combat authorization 

finally calling ISIS a “grave threat.”  

86. For the IRS in Feb 2015 refusing to release the “found” IRS targeting documents of 

conservative political organizations.  

87. Operation “Choke Point” from the DOJ that does not directly target the gun industry, 

but all small business that use local banks to ensure large banks control small 

businesses and can directly restrict lending to gun business.  

88. Intentionally overprinting 5.5M illegal work visas over congresses authorization since 

2008.  

89. For asserting legality that Holder gave Obama permission release prisoners from 

Guantanamo bay instead of manning up that he did it unilaterally.  

90. For saying that illegals must pay their back taxes as part of Amnesty, then illegally 

providing an IRS tax breaks for the illegals he illegally provided amnesty for against 

federal law.  

91. For allowing the largest breakout in the history of the world of the H1N1 virus and 

getting several U.S. children killed or paralyzed in the inoculation against it.  

92. For using U.S. tax dollars and sending a delegation to Israel to unset Israeli Prime 

Minister Netanyahu.  

93. For saying that the U.S. Senate is not required to ratify any nuclear agreements with 

Iran.  

94. For watching the NFL football payoffs instead of traveling to Paris, nor sending anyone 

for the Je Suis anti-terrorist march.   

95. For threatening Egypt that all foreign aid will be cut off if they arrest any of the muslim 

brotherhood. 



96. For releasing 30,862 foreign criminals into the United States’ in December 2014 onto 

the US population.  

97. For the IRS lying about Lerner e-mails; they never looked for them at all.  

98. For telling the Ferguson looters that they are justified in their actions as America is not 

all that we want it to be 24 Nov 2014, then going golfing while the riots went on, and 

ordering the National Guard to stand down and not protect the businesses. 

99. For releasing five more GETMO detainees Nov 2014.  

100. For allowing killer and rapists to be included under the provision, and not tried or 

deported.  

101. For bypassing congress on announcing illegal, unconstitutional amnesty for 5 million 

people without any intention of follow through on the provisions of the executive order; 

no back taxes will be collected, no fines will be paid, no back of the line immigration 

will be enforced. 

102. For encouraging the Ferguson demonstrators to “stay the course” over innocent officer 

Wilsons case, basically demanding a race war.  

103. For hacking a CBS computer and planting classified information and harassing, 

threatening and controlling the news.   

104. For releasing thousands of criminal illegal into our States and refusing to provide the 

state with the information about the criminals location and names.  

105. For extending executive privilege for Holders wife over Fast and Furious.  

106. For Holder calling Issa office in mistake trying to get the IRS and encouraging them to 

stonewall the probe.  

107. For dumping illegals in our county without CDC clearances, causing our kids to get 

sick.  

108. For telling the deported illegal to come back into the U.S. in 2014.  

109. For releasing in 2013 168 criminals with homicide records released into the population.  

110. For illegally negotiating a human trade agreement with the terrorist organization ISIS.  

111. For delaying the rescue mission for James Foley, so they missed the chance to get him, 

and the ISIS took him to another location.   

112. For going to play golf after a quick, non committal statement about the on screen 

beheading of an American Journalist James Foley.  

113. For playing race stupidly over sending Holder to Ferguson to investigate the cops and 

misconduct over the shooting of a murderer.  

114. For playing golf immediately after making a statement about the beheading of an 

American journalist.   

115. For Holder then telling the police and city to NOT release the criminal record of a thug 

in Ferguson.  

116. For ignoring the slaughter of Christians in Iraq by ISIS after we made them feel free 

after we liberated them. 

117. For playing golf during the funeral of our two star General Harold Greene who died in 

Afghanistan nor sending ANY top ranking personnel.  

118. For directing the FBI to stop all investigations into potential illegal activity by U.S. 

Mosques and giving Arabs free access to travel in the U.S. without going through 

T.S.A. screening.  

119. For stopping the Texas state investigation into Radical Islam charter schools in Texas 

that illegally teach the pillars of Islam to our kids.  



120. For spending U.S. tax dollars to the Catholic Church to find homes for illegal by 

providing $7000.00 a month and then sending them all over the county without the 

approval or even the notification of the illegal action.  

121. For John Kerry giving 47 million to Hamas.  

122. For allowing the Mexican military to come into U.S. sovereign land and fire on U.S. 

civilians, land on ranches, detain people and agents to cover for the Mexican drug 

cartels.  

123. Intentionally giving a stand down order to the federal border patrol violating national 

law, then giving indirect notification to South America to send their kids to us, causing 

wide spread child abuse and sexual exploitation boarder crisis.   

124. Then ordering the border patrol to “care for” these kids making them change diapers 

and feed them exposing themselves to disease and infection, then threatening the 

doctors who are caring for the kids with arrest if they talk about the extent of the 

infections and disease of these kids.  

125. For finding “sponsors” for the illegal children to house them in America, that are not 

relations.  

126. For having the HHS ban the lawmakers of this country from seeing the kids at the 

border, while Nancy Pelosi had a field day on the misery of them.  

127. For “losing” two years of the e-mail train of Lois Lerner that would implicate the forces 

that ordered the illegal use of governed officials. (John King. CNN, 6 June 2014. 

Television News Broadcast.)  

128. For “losing” the emails of six of the IRS officials implicated in the IRS targeting of 

conservative groups. ("Lawmakers: IRS lost more emails in tea party probe." The 

Washington Post, 5 Mar. 2014, sec. Business: Print.)  

129. For using US tax dollars to fund Al Qaeda to intentionally destabilize nations and allow 

for extreme Muslim rise in nations (Iraq, Libya, Syria).  

130. For bailing out on Iraq and letting the nation turns back into an Jihads extreme state.   

131. That the FEMA camps were built for the purpose of housing them, and our own tax 

dollars for buying votes.  

132. For using a known lie (Global Warming) to hurt American industry and destroy jobs, 

generating poverty in the cities and waging war on the rural economies.  

133. For releasing 36,000 violent criminals from U.S. jails into the U.S.  For paying for the 

travel and dumping of illegal aliens into Arizona.  

134. For laundering veteran disability checks at the IRS.   

135. After having a group of terrorists that are allowed to enter the country without the 

scrutiny of DHS, FBI and CIA in a “Hands off list.” 

136. After forcing Timothy Geithner to lie about the economic state of our nation.  

137. Releasing illegal aliens that are convicted felons from jail back into the population 

including rapist and murders.  

138. After having the BLM show up with illegal guns (they have NO authority to use force 

or arrest) and the land grab here in Texas.  

139. For trying to implement agenda 21.  

140. After using the census bureau for political gain by changing the questions to a racist 

narrative and a pro-obamacare slant.   

141. For removing the annual statistical abstract of America for the first time in our history.   



142. After failing to investigate Hairy Reid for the BLM land grab and the Fed using force to 

take personal property from ranchers.    

143. After Holder failed to investigate or appoint any prosecutor for the IRS scandal.   

144. After Holder, being held in contempt of congress and being abusive to congressmen 

asking questions into his corruption.  

145. After Holder demanded that education (A STATE ISSUE) to implement racial quotas 

in punishments.   

146. After Obama forced gay marriage on Utah (A STATE ISSUE).   

147. After illegal aliens get healthcare and housing, then demanding that there are no voter 

ID laws.  

148. Only after 1.3 years into Benghazi did the State department finally called it terrorism.   

149. After calling Clinton at 10PM on the night of Benghazi to make up a cover story.  

150. After lying about the unemployment numbers in Nov 2012 

151. After knowing the Obamacare web page would fail, they approved the roll out anyway, 

and lied about it.   

152. After threatening the media and news with an FCC investigation if they continued 

reporting on Benghazi or Kenya.   

153. After knowingly let people lose their health insurance, and lied about it. 

154. After wiretapping our allies and the German Chancellor the Mexican President.   

155. After having the department of energy discriminate against veterans in hiring practices.   

156. After denying Christian’s their religious services in the armed forces.  A 

157. After ordering the federal government to hurt Americans, twice; once for the budget 

battle and for the sequester, for shutting down DC war memorials and National Parks 

over the budget crisis.  

158. Over the IRS harassing Ben Carson.   

159. Benghazi: Obama let Valarie Jarrett deliver the stand down order, Obama let 

Ambassador Stevens be tortured, Obama threatened the media over reporting, Obama 

concocted a lie about the a video (confirmed by house investigation and formally 

recorded that he lied), then Obama lied about lying in Benghazi.  

160. Obama broke international law by running guns under CIA operations after lying about 

the guns and other weapons.  

161. Obama pressured the justice system for a Zimmerman conviction.  

162. Obama administration spent our tax money on pro-democrat political initiatives, after 

Obama spent $60,000.00 on the Iftar Party in our White House for Muslims while still 

halting white house tours.   

163. DOJ spent our tax money on Zimmerman’s trial for protests and propaganda.  

164. Obama wire taped the supreme court, the congress and the senate.  

165. The EPA leaked 80,000 farmer and conservative’s personal data to environmentalists.  

166. After promoting Susan Rice despite her lying to America.   

167. IRS luxury conferences at taxpayers cost.  

168. NSA violating our 4th amendment rights.   

169. Obama drone killed four Americans violating their 5th amendment rights.  

170. Obama assigned Holder to investigate Holder after DOJ felony wiretapping of a FOX 

news.   

171. The IRS targeted over 500 conservative groups then promoting the person who did the 

IRS targeting.   



172. Obama wire tapped the AP.  

173. Fast and furious.   

174. After illegally sitting on the UN security council.  

175. After raising the House and Senate pay out of session against the 27th amendment and 

unconstitutional recess appointments.  

176. After fraud on the Indiana ballot.  

177. After violating the freedom of religion in the 1st amendment by forcing contraceptive 

and abortions on church hospitals.  

178. Voter fraud one in five Ohio voters are fake.  

179. After violating the 2nd amendment to own firearms by authoring and supporting the 

U.N. arms treaty.  

180. After side-stepping senate approval and implementing the U.N. seas treaty giving away 

key technologies.  

181. After violating the 4th amendment with vast expansion of the patriot act (Bush here 

guilty also).  

182. For lying about the Jihad attack at Fort Hood hurting families.  

183. After violating the 6th amendment by detaining U.S. citizens without probably cause or 

imminent threat.  

184. After violating the 8th amendment by sentencing a boy to death for having an Islamic 

father (drone kill overseas).  

185. After delivering key technologies to Russia about our “star wars” anti-missile capability 

against our Foreign Export Control and Technology Transfer laws.  

186. After DOJ ignored black panther intimidation in Philadelphia voting.   

187. After the huge ammo insane DHS purchases and stopping ammo deliveries from 

outside the United States.   

188. After violating the 1973 war powers act by conducting military operations past 30 days 

without consulting or informing congress in Libya.   

189. Obama supplied the Al Qaeda rebels in Syria with illegal guns from the CIA.  

190. After threatening the supreme court over the potential for rejecting “The Affordable 

Care Act.”  

191. Obama had DHS agents train to shoot right wing pregnant women as “terrorists” in 

their training materials and targets.   

192. For the IRS prosecuted religious organizations for speaking out against gay marriage.  

193. After letting felons out of jail for sequester lies.  

194. Obama not securing the US boarder on purpose.  

195. After stopping the states from enacting voter registration laws violating the 10th 

amendment.   

196. Biden compromised "black" security protocols by releasing the identity of SEAL team 

6.   

197. After avoiding the real decay in America by our failed inner city schools and inner city 

unemployment. 

198. After being a racist for highlighting anything about white on minority crime while 

ignoring heinous minority black crime.  

199. After spending money of himself and his vacations far more than the entire royal family 

in England…combined.  



200. After violating federal law by having dinner fund raisers in the white house with tax 

payer funded meals.  

201. For the obscene out of control additions to our national debt.  

202. After the Senate seat deal with the governor of Illinois.  

203. After conspiring with the globalist George Soros.   

204. Obama not enforcing federal marijuana drug laws in states.  

205. After suspending posse comitatus thereby allowing our own military use force on the 

U.S. population.  

 

You can have whatever bent philosophy of “redistributing wealth” or “social justice” or “new 

world order” you want as long you say within the law; the U.S. Constitution.   

But if you voted for this man twice and you still support this man at this point…you are either: 

- Incredibly narcissistic and think that the ends (that you decide) justify the means (that 

you decide) and therefore you are a domestic threat to the U.S. Constitution and should 

be locked up. 

- Incredibly stupid and should not ever be allowed to teach our children or teach in any 

university. 

- Incredibly outspoken racist (illegal) and should never occupy any government job, or 

supervise anyone. 

- Incredibly corrupt and should spend your remaining days in jail. 

- Incredibly brain washed into communism/statism/socialism/globalism that you are a 

domestic threat to the U.S. Constitution and should be locked up. 

- Incredibly arrogant and just cannot admit to anyone, ever, that you made a mistake in 

judgment. 

- Incredibly anti-humanity, non-scientific ultra-green wacko that cannot process that 

wind, solar and geothermal are just gimmicks…and that most every green policy we have 

ever made has actually cost U.S. taxpayers more, caused more world pollution, killed our 

economy, shut down jobs and increased inner city poverty…(all on purpose by the way). 

At any rate…if you continue to support this man, I've got nothing for you, please block me right 

now, and go your way.  

 

Rant out…Lt Col (Ret) Reasor, USAF  


